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. . .
The State =Board of Education .believes every child = in Arizona shduld have. equal

( educational opportUnity to receive the bajic knowledge and,skill6 in each subject area and
no 'studdnts shall be debrived of this opportunity because of 'social, economic, other-
factors beyoncl.their control:'.

Public education in 'American society has traditionally been the institution called upori7to
transmit th6 substance of the society to its next .generation. This role has caused public
edLtation to hold a position of 'great responsibility and authority in the Ameridan way, of
life ;Ohe academic dtea that bears the bur.den of tranmitting the essence of the society

the,social studies'.

The Course 'of Study, "What Every Child ShoUld Know. .Social Studies", is prescribed by
the Board to provide 'the basic minimum course content in compliance with Article XI,
Section 1 of th Arizona Constitution. The Board urges district governing boards and
school ,per, c nneI to give special attention to these requirements.

The importance of the social studies to the education of our students in this Modern age
cannot be overemphasized: Social studies provide students with the basic information
necessary-for a'knowledge of -their community, this state, our nation, artd the'world. They
allow students to gain an understanding of and appreciation for the workings of
goVernrnent and the historical foundations ti-f our society.



PHILOSOPHY OF SO IAL STUDIES IN ARIZONA

=

Definition of Social Studies Education

The study of human societies, past and present, with the goal of educating students tci'
become informed citizens.

philosophys

The purpose of social studies education is to, prepare students to be humane, rational,
knowledgeable, and participating (citizens in a diverse' society and in an increasingly
interdependent world. To function effectiVely students should:

Understand the significant developrnents in human higtory. It is impossible to
understand the modern world and to act intelligently on the problems which confront it
without an 'appreciation of those events of the past that haye shaped the present. This
means the understanding of certain historical events and physical factors (e.g.,
political, climatic, geological, and geographic), Which are generally recognized as, key
elements in the developments of important social, political, and economic orders, and
patterns.

* Develop an appreciation of their common historical and cultural backgrounds, as well as
esteem their own and others' individual and group heritages.

* Develop an awareness of the ways in which other men and women have derived answers
to the crucial questions of human existence. The, individual must understand that these
crucial questions are ethical as*well as emotional and cOgnitive. The individual needs
the skills of acquiring and validating knowledge, In addition, the individual needs to
comprehend the perspectives of others and understand multiple perspectives on
historical and social phenomena.

* Apply reason, evidence, and judgment in coping with social problems. They must be
able to act with responsibility and accept and respect the rights and dignity of others.
Individuls should constantly be developihg personal value systems that promote
personal,and social well-being.

* Develop critical thinking skills. Reason dictates that human survival and progress rest
upon knowledge, understanding, and tolerance.

* Appreciate the interrelationship of all- disciplines because all aspects of human
endeavor cut across subject matter boundaries.

Each student is entitled to a broad, balanced, well-planned, and well-integrated series of
learning experiences in history and the social sciences throughout the educational
program, kindqrgarten through grade twelve.



SOCIAL -STUDIES TEACHING PHILOSOPHY STATEMENT

Social studies is concerned with the broad spectrum of human experincepast, pre-sent,
and future.' The teacher is a key. to the student's attainment of the curriculum goals. It is
crucial that the social studies teacher be knowledgeable and yell-educateth -This
knowledge .requires not only expertise in the content area, but also provision of .4n
atmosphere for the student that fosters reflective thinking, inquiry, andprpblem-solving.
The effective social studies teacher should-model these skills-of critical thinking through
democratic participation in'the classroom.

The development of a democratic atmosphere, in which students are free to express and
question their' ideas. and beliefs as well as the ideas and beliefs of others, is vital to
democratic participation. Those who teach- democratic principles need to be able to
accept critidisrn;value differences, and the right to dissent. Recognizing the dignity and
worth: of each student regardless of race, class, ethnic background, sex, ability, or,age'is

essential to this process.



,AI FOW SOC IPL STUDIES EDUCATION IN ARIZONA

Social studies education has been defined as the study of human societies, past and
preSent, with the goal of educating students to become informed citizens.

As our society becomes more complex, the task of preparing ,students to meet the-
responsibilities of citizenship becomes more difficult. Schools, and specifically the social
studies programs, must accept the challenge to provide an-adequate citizenship prepara-
tion for students. Such a preparation should provide a- proving ground for students to
acquire and test, their knowledge and a real-life laboratory where they can practice-the
citizenship skills learned. In the same manner the adults within the school 'setting must
provide the role models for 'good citizenship. When the schools most effectively model
democratic beliefs and citizenship skills, they will most effectively teach those beliefs
and skills.

Preparing students to become informed, 'participating citizens is large undertaking. 'No
single institution can bear this burden by itself;, it must be shared by all elements of the
society: family, church, local committees, busineS-s and-industry, as well as schools. Even
so, schools, and specifically social studies programs, K-12, must bear a major portion of
that responsibility. Schools are the institutions created by the society for the express
purpose of helping students acquire the knowledge, skills, and beliefs essential to be
effective citizens.

Social studies education is the curriculum area which the schools created to provide
progfarns that focus directly on the aspects of citizenship. Three major goals for social
studies education are the .development of knowledge, skills, and democratic beliefs.

Knowledge

- Students need knoWledge of the world at large and the world at hand, the world of
individuals and the world of institutions, the historical world and the contemporary world.
An exemplary social studies curriculum links information presented in the classroom with
experiences gained by students through social- and civic observation, analysis, and
participation-.

Classroom instruction whiCh relates content to information drawn from the media and
from experience.iocuses on the follOwing areas of knowledge:

History and culture of the state, the nation, and the world
Geography - physical, political, cultural and economic
Government - theories, systems, structures and processes

Economics - theories, systems, structures and processes
Social institutions the individual, the family, the group, the community, and

. the society
intergroup and interpersonal relationships
Worldwide relationships of all sorts between and 'among nations, races, cultures-
and,institutions.

10



From this knowledge base, exemplary prograrpS teach .kills, concepts, and generalizations
that can= help students understand the sweep of human affairs and ways of managing
conflict consistent with democratic procedures:

The knowledge component, in sum, should represent a balance between the immediate
social environment of-the students and the larger social world; between small group and
public issues; among local, state, national, international, and global affairs; between past
and present, and 'between western -and nonwestern cultures.. Knowledge should foster an
in-depth understanding of the diversity and the commonality` cif htiman ,experience as
manifested in the history and culture -of the many racial, ethnic, and social groups which
form our society and which cornprise the global community.

Skills

Skills are a major component of the IC-1Z social stOdies. program- because they represent-
the critical bond among knowledge areas. Skills are tools essential for learning and for
effective participation. They cannot be developed quiCkly however or from isolated drills.
Instead,- skills are acquired and honed from opportunities-for -constant practice and use
that are systematically plsrined, for from kindergarten thiough grade twelve.

Although many-skills are essential to social studies eduCation, they can be grouped into
three major categories for convenience:

1. Data Gathering or Basic Skills
2. Intellectual or Critical/Creative Thinking Skills
3. Participation Skills

Data Gathering or Basic Skills

The importance of using knowledge as a basis foF actions and decisions cannot be,
overstated. In a democratic society, full of conflicting ideas, it is necessary to equip
young people with data-gathering skills and thinking skills. The skills include knowing how
to

Acquire information through listening, observing, reading, and utilizing commu-
nity resources.
Locate information in textbooks, encyclopedias, specialized dictionaries, alma-
nacs, and other reference matehals.
Compile, organize,, and evaluate in_
and other media.
Extract and interpret information fr
pictures, and cartoons.

Communicate orally and in writing.

ntellectual or Critical/Creative Thinking_ Skills

oration presented in books, periodicals,

ps, models, graphs, 'charts, tables,

Students need opportunities to .deveOp' and practice intellectual or critical/creative
thinking skills. They need oppotfunities to develop and practice both convergent and
divergent thinking skills. Such, skills consist in part of the abilities to:



Compare similarities and differences among two or more objects, living thin
ideas,'eventst or situationg at the-sail-le or different points in time.
Classify or group items according to rational criteria.

--Formulate appropriate and searching questions.
Draw probable conclusions or inferences from evidence. 403
Make warrantable, predictions or formulate hypotheses which can be verified.
Evaluate or make _informed judgments based. on rational criteria about the
worth; equality, significance, amount, degree, or condition of given phenotnena.
Detect biases in academic rnateris, interpersonal and media communications.

Participation Skills

As a citizen, the individual uses the knowledge, beliefs, and skills learned in the -school,
the Social studies classroom, the community, and the family as the basis for action.

Connecting the classroom with the community provides many opportOnities foc students to
learn the basic skills of participation, from observation to advocacy. To encourage
participation, social studies programs need to emphasize the following kinds of skills:

Working effectively in groups, organizing, planning, making decisions, taking
action from coalition of interest with other groups, persuading, compromising,
bargaining,
practicing patience and perseverance in working for one's goal through demo -'.
cratic processes.
Developing experience in cross cultural situations.

Democratic Beliefs

The fundamental beliefs of our society are drawn from the Declal'ation of Independence
and the United States Constitution with its-Bill of Rights. Among these beliefs- are the
concepts that government derives its powers from the consent of the governed, that the
powers orf the government are spelled out in the onstitutfon, and that powers not so
enumerated are reserved to the states or to the people. Exemplary' schobl programs do
not indoctrinate students to accept these ideas blindly, but present knowledge about their
historical derivation and contemporary application essential to understanding our society
and its institutions. Not only should suety ideas be discusSed as they relate to the
curriculum and to current affairs, they should also be mirrored by teachers in their
classroorng and embodied in the school's daily opergtions.

The social studies curriculum,. lc- 12, should be most particularly and most .explicitly
concerned with those substantive beliefs .which form ;the: common core of American
citizenship. At all grade levels and sitibjects, and in aceerdance with -the developmental
capabilities of students,..,the curriculum should focus on the basic civic values' and
principles which undergird our democratic, constitutional order.-

'.

Drawing on-ideas suggested by the motto `to which the United States long has subscribed, e. .

plug bus tinum, one of America's respected seholars, R. Freeman- Butts, has classified
those values-or principles into two general typesr, . .- , '

12



. .
Those which seem primar ly 'to -- promote desir le cohesive and unifying
elements in a democratic poliiiclta community, or the Unum ues. Among '-
tliem- are these:

Justice
Equality
Truth
Authority
Responsibility
Participation
Respect for persons and property
Personal obligation for the public good

Those which seer prii-narily to promote desirable pluralistic and individualistic
elements in a de ocratic political community, or the pluribus values. Among
them-are -these:

Diversity
Privacy
Freedom
Due process
Human rights

It is essential that students at all grade levels have ppportunities to encounter both the
cohesive, unifyingunurn values and the pluralistic, individualistic pluribus values to which
our democratic constitutional 'society is committed.

In addition to explicit concern with the basic civic values and principles, the social studies
program, K-I2, should provide students with opportunities to understand. value positions
taken by individuals, both: . others and _themselves. Sfudents need, therefore, to have
opportunities to:

Appreciate- our American = heritage and the rights and privileges guarantee'd
the. U.S. Constitution.
Recognize individuals; groups, societleg and nations nterdependent members
of large social environments. _

-Understand their similarities and differences, in order to respect the rights of
individuals with varying abilities from all social classes, races, religions; age
groups, and_both sexes.
Appreciate the various ways
issues.
Examine public issues openly .in- the classroom
intellectual standards in investigating, presenting,
facts and ideas relevant to the issue under study..
Examine critically their own value positions and the value positions held by
others,

used by people to - resolve problems and

using, the
nterpreting,

most rigorous
and discussing



EAS OF EMPHAS

he ler-in themes, as used in this guide, referd to ths, content =or area of study designed for
each grade level. This framewerk emphasizes the importante of people in the study of
the social studies in kindergarten through grade 6. Students begin their study of people in
kindergarten by learning about themselves and ethers in their immediate world. They
continue their study,of people in ever-widening circles: people, at= horpe and at s,chool, as.
Members of groups,'-as members of communities, people in the state of Arizona, people of
the American nation, 7 Iand finally at grade -six the diverse peoples of the world and the
soci eties in which they live.

'GRADE LEVEL DESIGNATIONS

Kinder artenM self and Others ,

Learning about physical, social, and emotional dimensions of self And:others--is critical to
the development of positive self-concept and an appropriate entry. Into.- the social -
studies -program.- :Comparisons with !other living -things -may :-also . help studentd- to
understand their uniqueness as human beings.

Some suggested topics suitable for kindergarten are:

I. The uniqueness, of me; my siinilarities and difference
2. Finding my way in my world (map skills). _

. My-needs and the needs of &het's and how people, incltding me
4. Self-awareness and the employment of my five senses,
5. Mx parents--their jobs and-jobs that I can do

Special occasions in my life.
Rules' and why -we need them&
Cooperation and conflict between friends.and classmates through work

9. Songs, stories, games, and dance_ s my friends and I like.
10. Learning to listen and listening to learn.

Grade OnePe e at Home and at Schoo
_-

Exploring relationships. of people in students' own-homes andSchools, as well as homes and
schools in other -cultures and societies, provides many opportunities to develop under
standings and appreciations of how roles, ethnic heritages, traditions, the physical
pnvironment, and social and economic factors influence people's daily lives.

and play.

Some suggested topics suitable for grade one follow:

Getting from home to school (safety; following simple' directions; finding their
way on a simple map; identifying landforms).
Time and my life (times for work; times for play; m nutes- hours
week; months of the year; seasons).
Roles people play in my family and at my school.
Relationships_ of home to school (space; time; people; r-ules responsibilities,
learning at home and at school; my rules at home and at school).

5. Familiesmy own and others in the community and in the, world.
6. Meeting needs at home.and at school.

Cimperation, conflict; and communication at home and in salool .



_ People who have made my world better and more,beaUtifil..
9. Who is an American? _ .

-Grade Two--Peo le as :Members of Grou s

Ekcploring relatiOnship among people in groups, as well es among groupS, .provideS
opportunities for student's to 'further understand and appreciate themselves as _Social
beings Concepts- such as norms, roles and responsibitities, cothmunication, group
problem-Solving, anti-decision- making are included in this setting.

Same suggested topics suitable fo ade two are:

- Groups to which I belong.
American etl-pic groups; their roles and contributions.
People and, the groups they form/join.

4. Roles within groups (e.g., leaders; followers; innovators
5. How groups use resources.
6. Rules, responsibilities, and 'groupmorms.
7. Communication, problem-solving, and decision-making in groups.
8., Cooperation and; conflict within/between groivs.
9. How and why groups change with time.

10. How art, music, and dance inflUence and enrich group life.
11. People who have contributed to the groups to which I belong.
12. Geography skills: to include map skills (8 points N, 5, E, W, NW, N , SE, 5W) and

regions (desert, tropic, etc.).

Grade Three--People as Members of Communitie

Communitieslocal, national, or worldwide--are dynamic, living and changing phenome-
na. Within every community people act in both their individual and group capacities.
They rely upon and influence one another. Within communities.there is a great diversity.
Understanding the nature of different Communities and how people make communities
funftiOn is the major focus of this setting.

Some suggested topics suitable for grade three are:

1. What js a community? -

. --My communityL-where is it?
3. Our community--its-past, present, and future..
4. How cornmUnity groups rely upon and influence one another. _-
5. The diverse cultures and peoples who make up and contribute to our community.
6. How is oust community- governed?
7. Cooperation, conflict, and communication within our community.
8. Appreciating and preserving the beauty of our community and improving the

quality of life in it.
9. How does our community compare/contrast to other communities in the united

States and in the world?
10. . What is happening in my community today?
11. Responsibility to our community is a part of citizenship.
12. 'Geography skills: to include cultural geography (communi ies depend on physical

features) and geography skills (scale, map key).
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Grade FourThe- Pea le of a State and a Re 4on:- Arizona and the South s

The great diversity of -Arizona's geography, people, and social environments and its-rich
:story offer excellent opportunities for students to. explore important aspects of a

significant region 'and their interrelationships. _ COmparing and, contrasting Arizona with
other regions in the world-provide-an introduction to systematic learning experiences in a
comparative study of people and their environments in the social sciences.

Some suggested topicS suitable for grade four are;

I. ghe people of Arizona today: who We are; where e live; the work we do; the way
we participate as. citizens.
Arizona: its land- and its -environment (e.g., _.regional setting; major physical
features; economic and cultural geography; current _environmental concerns).
Geography skills: to include making simple maps and reading a large scale map
(introduction to coordinates; compass degrees; landforms - peninsula, gulf, differ- -
ence in size of cities).
Arizona inprehistoric times.
The history . of Arizona and the diverse peoples _ who_made the
historical periods).

6. Men and women' who have made si scant contributions t
political, economic, and 6W-tura!

7. Arizona's government: past and V:resentrl;:?.
S. Arizona:- its place/role-in the United States and in the world.
9. Looking toward the future in Arizona.

Grade Five-The people of a Nation. The United States of America

_grade five students learn about the 'eographY of _,the United States, and they are
introduced to its rich bistory; The emphasis-should- be---ion- people, focusing -on the many'
and diverke individuals and groups who .have helped shape our nation. The contributions
_which men, --Komen, and groups of various kinds have made to the- political, economic,
social, and cultural life of the United States should be highlighted.

Some suggested topics suitable for grade five are:

The land we call the United. States -

Where is it? How is it divided into regions, states, communities? What are its
major landforrns, physical featuresi natural resources, major industries, current
environmental concerns?
Geography skills: to include' orienting (given a-small scale map, find your way);
map- differences (globes, projections, political/physical)- longitude and latitude
axis, pole, time zones).
We, the people of the United States, today
Who are we? Where do- we live? What- kinds of work do we- do? How do we
communicate with one another? What are some important ideas/values in which
we as a people believe? How do we participate as citizens of our nation, state,
communities?

4. The first Americans: peoples of yesterday
When/how did the first Americans come to this continent? Into what groups were
they divided? Where/boy/did those groups live ?. Who were their leaders? What
were the major accomplishments/contributions of the various groups? When/how



,--.

did the first Americans come into contact with tfie. European arid- Africans w
-- __ _.. _.: -came to explore/set _e in America? I --,

ExplorersExplorers and sgttle ._----_ Arnericanot:th, south, east', and -west,tr d- 1---r

= - , , .

.= Peoples, who have helped our nation `meet its _major Wien_ es,-respond to
thanget-,- and grow- politically, economically,- socially-,, and culturally over the

Founders of our nation.

years. =

The'United States and its people: their places/roles in the world today-

Grade Six--Our World: Conflict and Cooperation

In grade, six students -learn more about the geography of earth and the many diverse.'
peoples who nhabit our world. They learn about both the tinvilarities-and the differences
among individuals and societies. They consiler those needsarld life e4serienges which are
common to all human beings. They also learn about tF-e-reasons for variations in human
appeara.nce and behavior.

In this- -grade students are introduced.= to the important concept' of culture- ,.then--
explore its four basic elements in greater depth';.-=-_--The four basic-and universal leme 0
culture are defined as laneage, technology, and beliefs.

Finally; students study some of the Ways in which peoples of the world can and -do work= =
together- on common, current -technological and ecological concerns or through- various
economic, political, and cultural institutions.

Some suggested topics suitable for grade six are

I. z Earth -as-- home for human beings-7the- world's water, land, Llimate,- and natur
resources and hoiv the-y affedt where ancrhow peoples live.
Geography skills: to include meteorology; cultural geography; latitude= and
longitude (minutes and,.seconds); relationships of countries and regioris the
-world to-one another (gebgraphically).
The world's diverse peoples and the reasons for differences in appearance and
behavior.
Human needs and life experiences common to all peoples.

5. Why human soctetws develop ddferent "ways of life'! or diverse cultures.
6. The-role and impatience of languagein all human societies.
7. Technology: tools, toolmakers, tool users, and technological change-yesterday and

today.
. -Five: bask instiVtions on which peoples in all- societies depend: government,

economic institqtions, education, the family, and religion.
The iniPortancettl human beliefsabout the nature of the world, about beauty, and
about right and wrong.

0. Earth's people: 'conflict and-cooperation.



ONAiSPLACE IN THE UNITED STATES-

The -histories o icrizona and the finite States offer a means through which students can
study a wide-variety of,evehts.an e individuals, groups and ideas which influence them.
An appreciation of the Cpntributions to our society by the "unsung heroes" as well as those

o have enjoyedpublieacclairn can 13 important in dispelling unwarranted biases and
i _ejudices.- While studying A asiffecent ides uselul, it is also important for young people

to realize the similar Telings,- values and motivations common to human beings regardless
of ethnic. .atiP, religion, national origin, sex or 'age. Students should' understand the
interrelit nships that-occuc-among Ai' ens, other U. S.-zcitiens and other occupants of
thei-

THE WORLD (7

uggested topics-suitable for grade-seven or eight:

continuity and charige_in Arizona -the United States Wars (old World/New Wo

The Coloni_ and Civil War experiences-

ounding a Nei.V Nation: ide- even

Founding a state within a nit
\-sdocuments.

persons,_values and basic documents..
=

ideas, events, persons, values- an

Critical episodes, major happenings, and great turning points in the Arizona
United States experiencefrom the beginning to present times.-

Hpw different cultures have met, shared and conflicted.

Current features of Arizona and the United States economy and their rely
the world.

Contributions of men, women, and groups, both well known and little known, to the
political, economic, social, and cultural- development of Arizona and the United
States.

unship. to

The current geographical features of Arizona and the United States, and their
relationship-to the geography of the world. The role of water and the influence of
the arid environment on Arizona's history.

10. Media representatioR of the various peoples in A Zona and the United
various times.

11. Thedevelopment of technology and- 1ts influence in Arizona and the-United Siat,es.

Major problems facing Arizona and the United States now and in the future; what
they are and what we can do about them now.

The roles of Arizona and the United States in the world; how other nations influence
Arizona and the United States,



sr,

The emphasis in grade seven or eight
citizens of a democratic society. To d
economically literate. They need to
a citizen of a democratic society.. Th
goirernments are organized, how the
free society.

i4 on_preparing students to function effectively .as
that, students need to become both politically and

velop a basic Understanding of what it means to be
y need to know what gOvernme is, why and how
function, and the basic values which undergird a

Important as that knowledge is cannot be acquired in a vacuum. Students also need
regular organized opportunities-to practice the skills essential to, effective 'citizenship so
that they can assume_ the many roles as-individuals and members of groups which are
incumbent upon members of a democratic society.

r
Some suggested topics suitable for grade seven or eight are

You, your life, and government - both state and national.
__Why government? _

What governments are:
local levels.

how they' are organized and function at national-i's ate, and

Individual rights and responsibilities in a democratic soci
Law and justice in a free society.
Functioning effectively as .an individual and as a member o
society by

Becoming informed about public issues.
A

Voting.

Knowing the law and respecting
Serving on juries.
Working for volunteer grou
Paying axes.,

g. Serving the community, state, and nation in a variety of ways.
h. Demonstrating once n for the environment.
i. Respecting property d persons.

Behaving as responsi le cons9mers.
Participating in po parties.
Advocating posit" ns on public policy estions.

m. Influencing de ision-makers.
.n. Monitoring the work of public officials and agencies..
o. Holding public office.
Selected case studies of current public policy issues.
Current office holders at both state and national level.
Comparisons and contrasts with governmental systems throughout the world.



IZONA H TORY (9- 2

The development of ideils, traditions,
Arizona history. This study of people, eve
state -and baton today. A viable-history

4

\ make the connections between the past an

The following basic concepts represent S me of the ideals which can serve as a bridge
fromthe study of the past to a deeper un standing of the realities of the pi-esent.-

institutions -forms the focus of American and_
ts,_ and ideaijs important to understanding our
rograrn is one in which_ teachers .helpastudents
the present.

The questions following each concept re
'present-by insights from the past'.

In' addition,. suggested content is included to insure
thorugh-Study of history.-

Basic Concepts in History

went the means of promoting insight into the

*'What separates history.from-- every other kind of:inquiry about hun;an affairs is its
fundamental concern with time- =the before abeafter, cause and effect relationship
of events. History is-the study of a unique Sequence o unique individuals, events,
situations, ideas, and institutions occurring in the one dirn*nsional and irreversible
stream of time.

-A. What individual s were key to critical episodes ut American history?

What were the'.multiple causation factors that brought about each of the listed
critical episodes?

C. What effects did each of these turning points have on the history of America?

Change his been a universal condition of human society. Change and progress are,
-however, not necessarily synonymous. The tempo of change has increased markedly
in recent times.

, A. What :evidences -exist
last fifty years?

eying that the rate of chinge has increased in, the

What changes in history-hive not necessarily,; signified progress?

History is a, means whereby 'societies seek to 'maintain their identities, establish
continuity in their developments, and maintain their ideals and traditions. Since the
dawn of dvilizatiort, in almost every society, history has been regarded as a vehicle
for eachint e private citizen the public virtures of loyalty and responsiblity.

A. How have American ideals eyolved over time?

_ What' traditions are
American'

The historiah's prime quett is for human motives; the historian seeks to understand
the reasons for which individuals and groups d: T what they did. The historian strives

maintained that best transmit what: means



for a 'precise,, -reconstruction of the circumstances surrounding
and then for an understanding of why it occurred and what its .significance

Minn ,

A.' What motives prorni?ted key participants in American history?

B. What was the historical, context in _which these key participants made -their
decisions?

The struggle for freedom and human
time as compared to the total span of

lignity has occupied a relatively brief
humari existence.-

_What influence did particular events or person_s . have
freedom and human dignity?

What forces have aper d to lirnit expressions of f

EaCh situation And event is distinct 7 but each is,connected to all th& faregoing and
'succeeding onei by a complex web of causi.and effect, probability and accident.
The unique present, just as each unique point in the past,'is unintelligible-unless it is
nderstood in terms of its history or how it came to be,

riod of

On the struggle for

eedom and human dignity?

A. What makes one key event different from-otMr similar events?

B. What were the antecedents to critical events?

The history,df Arneriea has been an anialgam of the unique contribittions of diverse
groups and people, all . 'channelled within the 'broad..stream of our society and
traditions.'

What groups, peoples, and events have-made contributions to American hi

What have 6/e'en tbe points of conflict :among cultUrallY diverse groups.

History is the study of the partial record of.peoplets behavior, usually in-relationship
to -other individuals,-groups, and the- environment. History is a written. interpreta-

.
Lion to these events.

'A. What are, the different historical foterpretations of the roles of key people and
'groups in American history?

What are the different historical interpretations of environ
on the development of American history?

Human beliefs are not based on a single- standard, but are inherently diverse from
time to time and from place to place and from group to group. People who live in
different periods of time often have different ideas, of what is 'right or wrong,
correct or incorrect, of what _good and poor government 'means. As time moves
forward 'all kinds of conditions change including many attitudes and beliefs whick
people hold. These different attitudes and ways of looking at and interpreting life
may be summarized as being different frames of reference. At the same time,
people in different-periOds of history have some beliefs and attitudes which remain
the same through succeeding generations.

ent and geography.

A. What beliefs did participants in critical events hold?
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How.do those beliefs compare and contrast with your o

"10. Historical sources are examined both for external validity or authenticity and_ for
internal validity or for derivation from reliable sdurces'of information.

A. What sources did the author use for each interpretation of an event?

What primary sources were available _to form an interpretation?

C. What bias and peispective did the author hve When preparin
account?

the histor ic:al.

11. History deals with people both humanistically, because of its attention to the
individual person and the unique event, and scientifically, because it also deals with
people in groups.and as the foCus of long-term trends.

. B.

What long-range trends influenced key cseople and critical episodes?

What important ideas influenced key people and critical episodes?

12. Interdependence, cultural, economic, and political, has been an important factor in
numan relationships.

A. What impact has the world situation had on a particular key event or person?

What evidence of interdependence can be found in a particular time period?

thinking is based, consciously or unconsciously, upon recollections of past
experience. = Human beings, have the unique ability to incorporate into their personal
experiences not only the experiences of other rnen and women of their own time but
also those of all previous generations. In other words, the past influences the
present. History does not necessarily repeat itself but events do bear a relationship
to one another.

A. What -debts of insight do
events?

e owe to the key people who n luenced crucial

In what respects are current , events similar to and different f rom past events?

Cwt Topics Suitable for American Histo

1. The genesis of American ideals, traditions, and institutions

Unity and diversity, coprensus and dissent, among the American people.

Americans shaping and reshaping their environment.

Forming and ref orrning American political,. economic, and social institutions.

Viewing the American experience in a world context.

6. Exploration, Western expansion, and settlement of the country.

7. Industrialization-and its effects on a primarily agricultural societ



p

Immigration Taud migration of -American -peoples?'
A .

A history of our external and internal conflicts and methods Ame
solve them. .

icans have

10. Reform and reaction, the cycle in American history.

11. The emergence of America as a world pdwer and the changing nature of
foreign policy.

12. The development of the United States Constitution and its impact.

13. Politics and social change, America's changing social-views.

14. .Politics and economic growth, the challenge and impact of econom c change.

The struggle for equality of opportunity---,

16. Predicting America's future by looking at America's past.

17. Americans expressing their beliefs in action through the arts.

18. Political revolution and evolutiop in the Amerian experience;

19.. The role of slavery in our rsation's past.

Some Suggested Content Topic- for

Exploration and settlement of the state.

Viewing the Arizona experience in the context of the American ex

immigration and migration of various people to our state.

The:changing economic patterns in Arizona history-

_ 5.. The foundation of Arizona political, economic; social, and culturalinstitutions.

rience-

Local histories in the Arizona experience.

The impaet of climate on Arizona history.

The unique geology and geography of Arizona.

Contributions of Arizona's ancient and modern Indians.

The Spanish influence on Ariioka's culture.

Arizona's relationships with our Mexican neighbors.

12. The history of Arizona state government and politics.

3. Arizona's cultural, economic, and= political future.

14. The five Cs of Arizona: cotton, cliniate, copper, citrus, and cattle.



The emphasis in the high school years is on preparing students to function effectivel as,
citizens of a democratic society. As such- it is essential that student§ engage in a riore
penetrating study of American government. To do that students needs to become Loth,
politically and economically literate. need to de\relop a basic understanding of shot
it means to be a citizen of a democratic society. They need to know what governrnert7-7t is,
why and how governments are organized, how they function, and the basic values yr-Mich
undergird a free society.

Important as that knowledge is, it cannot be acquired in a vacuum. Students also reed
regular organized. opporttpities to practice the skills essential to effective citizenship so
that they can assume the many roles as4individuals and members of groups which are
incumbent' upon members of a democratic society.

Students also need to acquire a better understanding of other econornic;political, and
social systems in the world and to examine the _role of the individual in those, systn-ls._
Such study should enable students,to dev6lop understandings, and skills essential to tiem
for making wise decisions regarding their own lives and for dealing with critical issuers in
their local communities, in their state and nation, and in the larger global societNef of
which they are a part.

Basic Concepts in American and Arizona Government and Constitution

1. Politics is the struggle for power. PI:Attical activity is found Whrever there are
power relationships or conflicts. Students need to, understand that conflict
resolution requires making decisions which involve compromise, and in a democracy
encourages citizen and interest-group participation.

What dearsions were-made to create the American and Arizona governments=

What compromises were involved in the creation of Arizona's and Amer/ ca's p.
governments?

C. What interest groups have had influence on these decisions?

Public officials assume certain- roles in carrying out their assigned functi.=sris.
Students should know what roles are characteristic of executives, legislators, jurizczges,
bureaucrats, arid other government officials..

A. What offices are created at the state and national levels?

B. Who are the current office holders?

C. What is the relationship between the roles of the executive, Judi
'and other governmental officials?.

Anierica: is becomin increasingly- _in relationships with the
political systems in the world necessitating a study of other societies. and
political processes and-- problems. Emphasis should be placed tin the role of
nationalism in international affairs.



d political decisions in other countries affect our o

What are the effects of- nationalism on the state "of world affairs?

The principles of American government inclUde constitutional government, a demo-
cratic' republic, shared powers (separation of powers), federalism, a check and
balance systemi representative overhment, government 'lased onthe consent of the
governed, .due 16riacess and equal :protection, equality. of opportunity, and individual
rights and responsibilities. Students stzould understand that the purpose of limiting
government in America is to protect the rights of the individual from abusive power._
The student needs also to be aware that the corollary to individual rigtit s. is the
responsibility the individual.has to-society as a whole. .

What are the principles of American _government?

do theseprinciples influence our lives?,

C. What limitations are there on these principles?

hat t-ways do these principles come Into conflict?come

The viability of democracy in America h come -under. question in recent years-.
Recent concerns have included an increased -presidential governance, an increasing
number of noncompetitive congressional districts, decline in the percent of voting
among the electorater arr increase in the feeling of individual ineffectiveness,
increase in the influence of single issue interest groups, and an increase in the size,
activities, and influence of congressional staffs. Students should ,recognize that
democracy in America is threatened by a lack of citizen Participation.

. .

A. What concerns .do you have for the protedtion of your liberties?

-What-are appropriate actions s-in defense of your liberties?

C. Who are appropriate role models in terms of-yOur...fiberties?

A political system is the =pattern of interaction between individuals and institutions
that makes binding decision i for the society as a-whole. Students should Understand
that the media, interest groups, and political parties, for example, all ir4luen,ce
decisions made by the executive, legislative I and judfcial branches of government.

A. What influence has the media, initrest groups, and political parties had on
recent political'decisions?

How are the fegislat ve, executive, and judieial branches influenced by pres-
.

sure?

How can you influence decision-making in government.

-Political, economic, and diplomatic decisions are usually made from the standpoint
of self-interest. Students -should understand that self-intereat can legitimately
require groups or individuals to take opposite sides of questions.

A. What self-interests do you have?



blow - world your -self-intert best 'be-served on- issues such -as taxat
for the purposes= of racial inlegraion-, or national consumpti9n patterns?

13triotisrn as a love of country is essential to. the main of our nation.
t adents -should be aware that patriotism can be a motivation for.actions on oppoSite

sirzcdes of maniquestions.. -

A *hat is a pattiotic's4nce on-current issues'?,

How b patriotism mnanifeSt in Arnerica today? =

Flow does.the patriotism' of 'citizens- in-other countries aff our own-national
self-interests?

2...e.d Topics Suitable for United Statei Government and Co titution:

by have government?
1F---te political -socialization of the individual
F--oundations of American goverriment: Majority rule/minority rights; representative
arid limited government; separati6n of church..dnd state; individual rights. and
r_sprinsibilities; interest groups and influence channels; power shared and power
c--ieck0; due process and, equal pr9tection; equality, 9f opportunity; cqnsent and
cr--nseng--us.

.2-comparative political, economic, social and legal systems.

5. l triotim in a free society.
betweeh the belief in inalvidual freedom and national survival. ;

Llited States citizenship in the context of rights, respect, and responsibiliti

l ow odr American government developed and evolved.
IcMdals of the American constitution.

10.. P.ying the costs of governmenx
citizenship in thb home, school, and co

12. -A.Tnerican goyernmnt in today's world.'

tied Topics Suitable fa- Arizoira Government and Constitution:

C contitutional, historical, and economic foundations of Arizona goverhMent. _

1.atlers and leadership in Arizona, government.
Ir-mterest groups in Arizona politics.

economic, social, and legal systems in Arizona.
C- -comparative state governMents.
TM-reTiowers of state tovernment in relation to the pOwers 9f federal government.



The. state - mandated Social studies subjects provide a minimum framework and background
for effective citizen participation in public life; such participation is essential- to the

.

health of our democratic system. As interest and resources peugnit, schools should offer
broad array of additional course- work, in the soci51-studies.: This course work is generally
of two types; these courses that closely parallel social science disdiplines and-those that
cut across academic disciplines in order to concentrate on critical -social issues and the
world as it really is. 3

ested Additional Subjects

Related to a Social Science Discipline
A. History

1. World History
2. Latin American History
3. Soathwestern fEstory
4; European (Western) History
5. Asian/African History

Diplomatic History
Geography

C. Anthropology

D.- Sociology
Psychology

Economics
I. Comparative Economics

-2. Consumer Economics .

Science--Ciomparative

Cutting Across Academic Areas.
A. Ethnic Studies
B. Women's Studies.
C. Law-Related StudieS

,D. Global Studies
E Environmental Education
E Urban Studies- -

G. Peace Studies
H. Future Studies

This, list of topics or
area

-work -is net meant to be exhaustive. of the possibilities. The
social studies is an area of study constantly confronted by 'a changing society and world.
Educators should be alert-to new possibilities as needs change



The tate-mandated social studies. subjects provide a minimum framework and background
for effective citizen participation in public life- such participation is essential to the
health of our democratic system. As-interest and resources permit, schools should offer a
broad array of additional course work in the social studies. This course'work is generally

o types: thcise courses that closely parallel social science disciplines and those that
crass academid disciplines in order to concentrate on critical social issues and the

world as it really is

StAggested Additional Subjects

Related to a Social-Science Discipline
A. History

1. World istory
Latin A erican_History

3. Southwestern History
4. European (Western) History
5. Asian/African History
6. Diplomatic. History _

Geography

C. Anthropology

D. Sociology

E., Psycholog;r

Economics
1. Comparative Econqm cs
2. Consumer Ecenorhics

G. Political ScienceComparat
.

Cutting Across Academic Areas
A. Ethnic Studies

B. Women's Studies
. _ Law-Related Studies

D. Global Studies
E. Environmental _Education
F. _ Urban Studies
G. - Peace Studies
H. Future Studies

This list of t or course. work 'is not =meant to be exhausftive of the possibilities. The
social studies an area of study constantly confronted by a changing society and world.
Educators shetild be alert to new possibilities as needs change.



APPENDIX A
Guidance to the Committee for. Evaluating Instructional Textbooks in Social. Studies

Name of Textbook

Publisher(s)

Subject Emphasis

Reading Level

Edition

Authors

Copyright

Grade Level

INTRODUCTION: The criteria for evaluating textbook(s) in the social studies. should
reflect a philosophy consistent with the Arizona Course of Study adopted- by the Arizona
State Board of Education in date .. This guideline can be a useful- aid >for the
committee who will carry the responsibility for textbook recommendations. & selection
process rna adop d rrrthe -general-criteria.

BASIC SKILLS: Social studies textbook(s)- should enable students to-develop and practice
a variety of intellectual and work -study skills appropriate to the social' studies. Does this.
textbook ---

High
4

Provide for vocabulary develOpmen,
ject area?

n the specific sub-

Provide activities for developing skills in problem solving?

Include planned experiences, if appropriate, for the im-
provement of basic skills?

Reflect .the scope and sequence of the_ subject_ emph sis
using a variety of well-organized content?

Provide appropriate reading levels?

Provide activities in community involvement?_

Low
1 2

CULTURAL PLURALISM: Textbook(s) should help students appreciate the many impor-
tant contributions to our civilization made by members of- the various groups that
compose it. Textbook(s) should further present all groups in our society in such a way as
to build mutual understanding and respect. Does this textbook

Low High
1 . 2 4 5

Acknowledge contribu
groups?

various cultural, and ethnic

Incorporate information about minority groups in
any manner appropriate to the subject matter?

Present men and women iri varied roles so as no
stereotyped thinking and behavior?

a

to f oste

Present diversity of race, custom, culture, and belief
positive aspect of our nation's heritage?

29

as a



FORMAT: The generi
-. textbook

plan or organization of a textbook is im ant. Does this-

Contain, where appropriate, reference sources, glossaries,
charts, maps, diagrams, graphs, tests, games, appendices,-
and audio-visual resources?_

=

If appropriate, have a complete table of contents,- com-
prehensive index and a preface, effective summaries,
reviews, evaluative materials,_ and substantial bibliogra-
phies?

Provide the size of type, spacing, margins, etc. to
maximum legibility?

STUDENT ABILITY: Social studies textbbok(s) should be adaptable to a variety of
teaching str tegies for students of differing ability. Does this textbook

Low High
1 2 4 5

ensure

omi .High
2 4 5-

'Contain student instructional material suitable far
grade level for which it is being submitted?

Contain- student instructional' material suitable
ability level for which-it is being sulimitted?

C. Meet the interests of the specified age group?-

TEACHER MATERIALS: The goals for social studies= education should be reflected in the
teacher materials. Does this textbook

Provide an overview of the material and suggest ideas fa
motivation, follow-up, and extension of activities?

Give useful introductions td various sections and explana-
tion of Arrangement of material?

Include listings of related materials?

Provide evaluative measures with prescriptive
activities-?

earning

Reflect the interrelationships that exist among curricu-
lum areas? The 'materials should- lead the student to
recognize th4t the social studies draw from the arts,
literatUre, reading, and virtually all other academic disci-.
plines.

COMMENTS

.Low High
1 2 3 4 5

Any written explanation for your decision regarding this review will be most helpful. If
inaccuracies or objectional materials are found, please cite edition, grade level, page
number, and line. Additional sheets may be added if necessary.
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State Board of Education Requirements Pertaining to Social Studies__
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7-2-301 Subject Areas to be Taugh n he Common Schools

A. Prescribed Subjects
I. Social Studies

'fearer-Taught

rahy 1-8-
World History

*Arizona History and Constitution 7-8
4American History 7-8
*Civics, United- States Constitution _ 7-

Language Arts
Handwriting 1-8
Language- 1-8 _

Reading, including phonics 1-8
Spelling 1-8

Arithmetic _1-8
Literature 6-8
Health.

1-8
6. Science
7. Music

*These are to be taught at 'cast one year.

Optional' Subjects.
1. Industrial Arts
2. Consumer Educa oniond Homemaking
3. Arts and Crafts
4. Bind,
5. Chorus
'6. Foreign Language
7. Journalism
8. Pilysical. Education
9. Typing

10. Drama-

C. Kindergarten Subjects
Each common school district having a cdndergarten program shall include thiee
subjects from the prescribed subjects list. Reading, including phonics, shall be
one of -the three subjects.

D. Competency Goals
1. Each student shall attain at least a sixth-grade competency in readihg,

computational, and written communicative skills, as determined by the local
district, prior to receiving the standard eighth-grade certificate of promotion.
Each student- shall demonstrate an ability to read at the ninth-grade level of-
proficiency, as shall be established by the local district prior to graduation from
high school.
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standard Certificate of Promotion
This certificate- of promotion shall be issued to those students who attain at
least asixth-grdde competency in reading, compUtational, and written commu-
nicative skills, as determined by the -local district and who- have satisfied a-
district deterrnination of competency on the Arizona and United States
Constitutions. The governing 'board of each school district shall be responsible-
for developing a course of study and _graduation requirements for all children
placed in SPecial Education Programs in accordance with R7-2-401 et seq.
Students placed in.special education, classes, K-12, are eligible to receive the
standard certificate of promotion or high school diplomawithout meet' g tate
competency requirements, but reference to special education placement shall
be placed on the student's transcript or permanent file.

R7-2-302 Minimtin-i-Credits for Graduation

The Board established sixteen units as the minimum number of creditt necessary for. high
1school graduation, as follows:

A. Three units of English to include: mar; Speaking; Writing, and Reading_Skills3
Advanced Grammar; Composition; American
Research Methods and Skills; Literature.

One unit of American and Arizona history;
Arizona instituti and ideals.

Literature; Advanced Composition;

o include instruction in American and

C. One unit in Arnerican and Arizona Constitutions and government, to.include instruc-
tion in the essentials, sources and history _of the Constitutions of the- United States
and Arizona.

D. One-half unit of '!Essentiats and Benefits of the Free Enterprise Syste ' This
one-half unit may be offered in a department which the local district deems
appropriate.

. One ilnit of Mathematics.

One unit of Science.

Eight and one-half units of Electives.
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APPENDIX C
Arizona Revi-sed Statutes Pertaining to Social Studies

Instruction'in
history of Arizona

.All padic schools shall give instruction in the essentials, sources, and history' of. the
constitutions of the United- States and Arizona and instruction in American institutions
and ideals and in the history of Arizona. The instruction shall be given in accordance'with
the state course of -study for at least one year of -the grammar and high school grades
respectively. The state board of leducation shall prescribe suitable teaching materials for
such instruction. As amended Laws 1969, Ch. 44, Section I.

e- Public School

state and. federal cons utions erican institutions

_27

15-1022. Duty f board to adopt course of study

The state board of education shall adopt a course of study in the common schodIS and high
sdhools. As amended Laws 1960, Ch. 127, Section 46.

A.

5-1025. Instruction in ree enter se s sternAllpublic high schools shall.-give instruction on the essentials and benefits of the free
enterprise system. instruction shall be given in accordance with the course of study
prescribed by the state board of education for at least one semester, equal to
one-half¢ unit of credit. The state board of education shall prescribe suitalile
teaching material for such instruction.

B. The costs of such instruction, except those of the state board in prescribing the
course of study, shall be an expense of the school district involved.

C. As used in this section "free enterprise" means an economic system characterized by _
private or corporate ownership of capital goods, by investments that _are__determined
by private decision rather than by state control, and by prices, production, and the
distribution of goods that are determined in a free manner. Added Laws 1971,
Ch. g6, Section 1.
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A.

APPENDIX D
ate Statutes Re , r.r n = the Observance Of eci Events

S 1 -304. Arbor day; proclamation; observance in schools

In the counties of Apache, Navajo, Coconino, Mohave and Yavapai the Friday
following April 1, and in all other counties the Friday following February 1,_in each
year, shall be known as Arbor Day.-

!The governor shall make proclamation of the Arbor Days and recommend that -they be
observed in planting trees, sht-nbs and vines, in the. _promotion of forest orchard
groWth and culture in the adornment., of public _and private grounds, places and ways
and in other undertakings in' harmony with the character of the day.

C. The public school authorities shall _assemble the pupils in their charge on Arbor Day
and provide_ for and conduct, under the general-supervision-of the state superinten-
dpnt of public instruction, _exercises which -will encourage the planting, protection and
Preservation of trees and shrubs, and an acquaintance with -the best .methods to be
adopted to .accomplish such results, and provide for planting trees around the school
buildings with appropriate and attractive ceremonies.

Arbor Day shall not be a legal holiday.

A .S 154801. School year; school month; holidays _

Except as may be otherwise authorized by the superintendent of public instruction to
accommodate anviapproved extended school year operation, the school year shall begin

. July 1 and end June 30 and a school month is- twenty school days, or four weeks of

A.

five days. each.

When July 4; Veterans' day, December 25 or Thanksgiving day occurs within the
schobl week, the schools shall be closed and the compensation of the teachers shall
not be diminished on that account. .Goverping boards of schools may declare a recess
during the Christmas holiday seasoh not to exceed two school weeks and teachers
shall receive compensation during the - recess. As amended Laws 1980, 2nd S.S.,
Ch. 9, Section 10.



Attends school on time.
Shows respect for self.
- Takes_ part in group discussions.
Responds to humorous situations.

__ Knows and follOws classroom rules
6.1 Takes care of materials and pro

-Treats others with respect.-
Identifies home town

9. Shares with others.
10. Recognizes the role of family.
11. Seeks companions for play.
12. Cooperates with others in play activities.

FIRST GRADE

13; Completes -Work on time;'
14. Works alone when appropriate.
15. Understands and follows school rules.
16. Shares personal Opinions;
17. Works with others to complete tasks.
18. Listens attentively to others.
19. Shows respect for family members
0 Shows Positive attitude toward -work and play activities.

21.- Understands how own behaviot affects others.
22. Helps make decisions using voting process.
23. I Says -Pledge of Allegiance.
24. Describes the best routes to and from home and schc

SECOND GRADE

25. Completes homework and other assignments on time.
26. Allows others to work undisturbed.
27. Creates games with rules.
28. Displays pride in own work.
29. Knows what services are available in he Community.
30. Describes self as worthwhile person.
31. Recognizes the'need for-authority.
32. Accepts the decision of the group.
33. Recognizes the rights of self and others.
34. Works to improve school.
35. Makes decisions concerning right and wrong.
36. Tells how things learned at school are used outside of

THIRD GRADE

37. Accepts responsibility for own actions.
38. Describes relationship between community, tribe, state, and nation.



Participates in class elections.
40. Describes self as valuable group me
41. Respects others' right to privacy.
42. Accepts agreed upon rules in games.
43. Respects others' property.
44. Describes roles.in group or community.
45. Uses community resourges (library, recreational, etc.).
46. Tells why groups have rules.
47. 'Shows honesty;
48. Makes independent decisions.

FOURTH GRADE

49. Identifies personal strengths.
50. Identifies personal beliefs and attitudes.-
51. Displays good manners.
52. Respects the.contributions made by the various cultures in Arizona.
53. Demonstrates interest in new people and experiences.
54. Respects wise use of natural resources.
55. Takes a meaningful role in class discussions.
56. Relates community history to that of stele.
57. Describes responsibilities of_state,government.
58. -Relates how-Arizona..became -a state.

Describes how local government is organized.
60. Shows interest in self-improvement.

FIFTH GRADE

61. Completes and turns in homework on time.
62. Displays proper and lawful behavior.
63. Defends rights of others.

4. Displays courtesy toward teacher and others.
65. Helps maintain a clean school and community environment.
66.- Identifies the rights gr&nted to all U. S. citizens.
67.. Relates state's history to that of nation.
68. Idintifies the contributions of various cultures in our nation's history.
69. Works with others to make changes in rules.
70. Shows flexibility (changes in scheduling, rules in games).
71.- Recognize's the difference between personal needs and wants.
72. 5hows knowledge of important people in history.

SIXTH GRADE

73. Organizes available time to complete tasks. _

74. Challenges self to perform better.
75. Works well with people from various backgrounds and cultures. a
76. Interprets information from charts, tables, and graphs.
77. Provides a positive example of cooperation to others.
78. pnderstands current affairs and global concerns.
79. Participates in classroom arid school elections.
SO. Shows understanding of rules and laws when participating in school activities.
81. Describes ways people are interrelated.
82. lIdentifies impact of technology on personal life.



83. Identifies where-U. S. and other countries have common concern
84 Identifies alternative wayt for achieving goals.

EVENTH GRADE

85. Works without supervision.
86. Exercises leadership when appropriate.
87. : Recognizes the value of patriotism.
88: Recognizes the conflicts that might arise from membership
89. Describes role of political 'parties.

-90: Describes the .meaning of the Pledge.of Allegiance. _
91. _Cooperates with others to achieve mutual goals.
-92.- Describes how U. S. becarhe a country.
93. Shows confince in own abilities.
94. . Describes where government services/can be obtained.
95. Kpows outcome of personal-decisions. -
96. Describes how worldwide developments have con ributed to human rights.

EIGHTH GRADE

97. Discusses relationship between heredity and environment.
98. Describes the relationships among Pthe tribal, state, and federal governments.
99. Describes how federal and state-laws are made.

100. Compares U. S. government to-other countries" political systems.
101. Describes registration and voting procedures.
102. Recogniaes illogical thinking in arguments.
103. Takes part in school government.
104.- -Uses democratic processeS in making decisions.
105. Displays courtesy, tact, and manners when dealing with classmates, teachers, and
-- adults.
106. Recognizes how own rights may conflict with others.
107. Accepts the. right of others to adopt opposing positions.
108. Describes how human actions affect the environment.

NINTH GRADE .

109. Recognizes that personal goals can be reached without violating the rights of
others.

1.10 Recognizes personal behaviors that offend others.
111. Understands the relationship of self-to groups in society.
112. Identifies way that ,groups solve problems.
113. Describes the organizations and functions of state and federal government.
114. Analyzes the informal and formal legislative .jildicial and executive decision-5

making process.
115. Knows how regulatory- agencies make decisions.
116. Uses logical problem-solving processes.
117. Participates in community (recreation, library, etc
118. Recognizes propaganda techniques.
119. Makes conscious decision to apply oneself.
120. Understands the cuLtural and social differences individuals.

(



121 Knows own attitades, beliefs, values, and behavior patterns
122. - Makes personal judgments based on logical thinking.
123. Uses time wisely.
124._ 'Identifies-how society modifies individual reed s.
125. Describes how people and grbups depend on each other'.
126. Contrasts stated and actual human rightsthroughout the world.
127. Describes the conseqUences of decisions made by the various branches of govern-

ment.
128. Uses legal remedies in protecting rights of self and others.
129. Opposes unjust laws and decisions through legal means.
130. Accepts responsibility toarticipate in community concerns.
131. Shows self-confidence when expressing ideas.
132. Shows self-discipline.
133. Shows a tolerance for individual differences.
134. Shows respect for authority.
135. Handles difficult situations.
136. Establishes personal goals.
137. Applies-school-developed study habits in nonschool situations.
138. Handles frustration in an appropriate manner.
139. Collects and organizes information as a basis for making decisions.
140. Understdnds the cost of government.
141. Accepts success and defeat.
142. Registers to vote.
143. Knows how to use want ads to locate jobs, dwellings, and other nforrmation.
144. Applies for a social security number.
145. Reads road maps to determine shortest distance between places.
146. Describes free enterprise system. .-
147. Displays courtesy; tact, and good manners in and out of school.


